Buckled Seatbelt
Instructions for Use, Application, and Care

Use

Buckled Seatbelts are used with an alarm to indicate to staff when a patient is attempting to get out of a wheelchair. The buckle is easy to undo by pressing the red plastic piece. Three seatbelt attachment options: Bolting, Uniloop fastener, and Zip Ties.

Application

Setup Options
Bolting seatbelt directly to the wheelchair
1. Remove the lower screw on both sides of the back of the chair. Figure 1
2. Pass the belt between the seat posts and arm rests. Figure 2
3. Reinsert the screw through the grommet to attach belt to wheelchair. Figure 3

Attaching seatbelt with Uniloop
1. Begin by attaching carabiner clip to the grommet located at each end of the seatbelt. Figure 4
2. Wrap Uniloop around the wheelchair back’s upright tubing on both sides of the wheelchair. Figure 5

Attaching the seatbelt with Zip Ties
1. Insert the Zip Ties through the grommets on the belt. Figure 6
2. Wrap the Zip Ties around the chair posts. Figure 7
3. Tighten around chair posts.
Seatbelt Adjustment and Fit
Secure seatbelt around the patient Figure 8 and 9. Adjust seatbelt length by sliding buckle to shorten or increase length Figure 10 and 11. If additional length is needed, a seatbelt extender (#79205) may be purchased separately.
Plug cord from seatbelt into alarm Figure 12. Alarm will sound when seatbelt is disengaged Figure 13. Resets when re-engaged. Figure 14.

WARNINGS
Before using this device with a patient, read the instructions in their entirety and familiarize yourself with the product. Ensure the seatbelt is oriented for the proper device application to prevent injury or equipment damage. Examine the device for potential damage or wear prior to use. Do not use the device if damage is visible, parts are missing, or it does not function properly. Test before each use to ensure proper operation. If seatbelt or alarm cable is damaged, discontinue use immediately.

This product is intended to be fitted and adjusted by a healthcare professional.

Care: Hand-wash, air-dry.

To Reorder

#77788 Buckled Seatbelt
#79148 Early Warning Hook-and-Loop
#79147 E-Z Release Seatbelt
#2035 Nurse Call Connector w/8' Cord and Y-Adapter

Also available:

#70088 Roll Control Belt w/Alarm
#70089 Replacement Belt
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Seatbelt Adjustment and Fit
Secure seatbelt around the patient Figure 8 and 9. Adjust seatbelt length by sliding buckle to shorten or increase length Figure 10 and 11. If additional length is needed, a seatbelt extender (#79205) may be purchased separately.
Plug cord from seatbelt into alarm Figure 12. Alarm will sound when seatbelt is disengaged Figure 13. Resets when re-engaged. Figure 14.

WARNINGS
Before using this device with a patient, read the instructions in their entirety and familiarize yourself with the product. Ensure the seatbelt is oriented for the proper device application to prevent injury or equipment damage. Examine the device for potential damage or wear prior to use. Do not use the device if damage is visible, parts are missing, or it does not function properly. Test before each use to ensure proper operation. If seatbelt or alarm cable is damaged, discontinue use immediately.
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